You’re committed to the mission. Verizon Frontline is committed to supporting you today just as we’ve supported frontline responders for more than 30 years.

Unprecedented challenges require more effective response. That’s why we work directly with those on the front lines, partnering to define the future of public safety communications. That unwavering commitment to helping you complete your mission is one reason that we’re the #1 network choice in public safety.¹

Your mission is our purpose.

---

**Verizon Frontline puts first responders first.**

Our comprehensive platform brings together the tools and capabilities that first responders demand. Count on Verizon Frontline for:

- Solutions that enhance situational awareness for better near-real-time decisions, such as Wireless Network Performance, our self-service tool that improves transparency throughout the network. Get actionable insights with quick access to network and device analytics.

- Technology and 5G innovations, including our 5G Ultra Wideband network. Get the high speeds, low latency and massive capacity needed for today’s most exciting public safety technologies—surveillance drones, immersive tactical training and more—all on America’s most reliable 5G network.²

- Rapid and effective response, including an extensive array of rapidly deployable assets designed to support mission-critical communications where they’re needed most. The Verizon Crisis Response Team has game-changing assets to help maintain connectivity, including THOR, our Tactical Humanitarian Operations Response 5G mobile command center.

- Partnering with first responders to build the future of first responder communications is at the core of our efforts. The Verizon First Responder Advisory Council provides insights on public safety needs and industry. These insights spur the development of new and enhanced solutions and capabilities.

---

Verizon Frontline is the network built for first responders on the front lines.

We’ve been helping first responders complete their missions successfully for decades. In fact, more than 35,000 agencies rely on Verizon Frontline to keep their people connected and informed virtually anywhere the mission takes them.
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¹ Based on quarterly third-party wireless voice market share data, Q3 2023
² Most reliable 5G network based on more first place rankings in RootMetrics® 5G data reliability assessments of 125 metro markets conducted in 1H 2023. Tested with best commercially available smartphones on three national mobile networks across all available network types. Your experiences may vary. RootMetrics rankings are not an endorsement of Verizon.
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Learn more

Find out more about Verizon Frontline at verizon.com/frontline